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form Adidas running shoes for men and women will be the introduction of such intelligent shoes. The new design of the shoe sensor
with a battery-powered, the microprocessor and the motor, named the 1st shoes, beautiful and lightweight flexible modeling,
expected to be introduced to the market by December, priced at about $ 250.
a sensor located in the heel of the shoe can read 20,000 times per second the data is embedded computers make 10,000
calculations, and then issued a directive to make micro-motors and make the appropriate changes. The purpose is based on
changing the status and runners peculiar gait so that the shoes make the appropriate changes. The shoes and a button controls, light-
emitting diode display settings and do not write with a read-only CD-ROM, to teach users how to use the pair of shoes.
. This kind of shoes are by scientists at North American headquarters of Adidas Christian emperor present Mr. Neto led a research
team from the beginning of 2001, when the wearer wearing the kind of shoes and running, it will the ability to adapt to adjust the pad.
It is reported that a study is strictly confidential, even the name of the group outsiders have no way of knowing. In addition to the
development team of seven designers, engineers, researchers and testers, few outsiders have seen this shoe molding process.
< p > although does not understand the Japanese, but also read past the shoes master journal, those exquisite images of original
and typesetting, indeed for the magazine add a lot of reading value, even as in so as not to understand text also used to start, which
may into the bag. < br / > gimmick, although less than the annual "all gone" exaggerated, but to fight the essential content of the
magazine, the core and feel every year two "shoes master" will be superior, yesterday also officially launched a section 17 of the
sale, but for many owners of "pay treasure" like try before you buy the habit of friends, did not see a preview of content feel heart
difficult decision, it doesn't matter, yesterday in the "master of the shoes" official blog exposed part of the page content, used to pay
treasure mode of friends may wish to preview, to make a conclusion! 
source: MASTER
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< br / > to celebrate the twentieth anniversary of the air max 95 was born, Nike recently launched a new nike air max 95 ultra jacquard
series of shoe. Shoes in the design retains classic shoe body profile, using the second generation of Nike fly line technology to
replace the original nylon mesh weaving, and then carry on visual air cushioned sole, launched a total of midnight blue and white /
gray, black / fluorescent green and black / gray four color. Currently available in the NYC KITH web site to buy, interested friends may
wish to pay more attention to! (Editor: YOYO)
< p > last autumn and winter, the American designer Ronnie Fieg cross ocean over the sea, and from Japan's shoe maker
CAMINANDO teamed up to create a pair of mountain mid hiker boots, four-color, leopard styles to the most attracts a large
audience. < br / > to continue from, 2012 spring and summer two decisions together again, but this time no longer is to outdoor
footwear for points, has moved more gentle is the unified Derby styles, continuation of the four colors of gyrus hiker boots, were
launched in black, brown, blue and leopard color, the sole use of the more lightweight the crepe sole, taken from the traditional shoes
was replaced the little street elements, today officially on sale, interested friends may wish to take note KITHnyc offering information. 
source: freshnessmag
this year is a well-known brand of sports shoes Reebok brand Instapump Fury Reebok twentieth years of the establishment of the
year, the major trends and fashion units have launched a joint project with Reebok, leaving this wonderful memories. The Reebok
invited from major Washington, to create a major x Reebok Instapump fury of the 20th anniversary of the joint commemoration of
shoes, overwhelmed shoes design was inspired by the emergency oxygen mask, eye-catching orange mix special white inflatable
cage, very characteristics is the stitches are used 3M reflective design, build in the night street weapon, very interesting atmosphere.
This time the shoe will be in its designated shops in the beginning of the sale, the interest of friends may wish to pay more attention
to. 
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